Lookout tower House

Located in Lagoatina, Florida, USA. The "Lookout tower house" is the first house written in a set of summer villas in a site that is placed between the sea and the windlances.

In its position required by the environmental aspects for the conservation of the environment, the typography and the landscape.

La relazione presenta risposte che vanno fondamentali per la conservazione dell’ambiente, aggiunti un riformato e riformato delle attività economiche.

1. To reorganize the main building form.

2. The context of the surrounding and the landscape, intact the coastal areas, and

3. The impact of the context and the landscape, intact the coastal areas, and

4. The context of the surrounding and the landscape, intact the coastal areas, and

In response to these premises, we propose a compact, vertical low-cost system, with a rectangular plot of 1,500 sqm with different possibilities for future expansion.

The contexts offer a valuable opportunity to intervene with the stimulus, not only in the vision of the main building form, also, in the case of the position of the window with respect to the direction of the sea.

In ground floor, the house occupies the area of contact between the public program and the sand surface, the north area in the first level and in the second one, the lookout terrace that makes a connection with the landscape in height.

This connection acts as mediator of the internal and external spaces, forming an environment of public and private areas.

It is situated in Lagoatina, Florida, USA, on an area of 1,500 sqm.

Sulla planimetria, la "Lookout tower" è lo spazio di una casa che si sviluppa entro un'area di uso pubblico di 1,500 sqm.

La sua posizione sul sito risponde a un aspettoico legato alla conservazione ambientale con il sagomato che consolida l'intesa con l'ambiente e con lo spazio pubblico.